Total Responses: 0

Did you already complete another survey from UCPD Berkeley regarding this same event or issue?
Yes: 0
No: 0
No response: 0

Which response best describes your affiliation with UC Berkeley?
Student: 0
Faculty / academic employee: 0
Staff: 0
Other / none: 0
No response: 0

Which of the following best describes your feedback?
I have feedback about a specific contact or event involving UCPD Berkeley: 0
I have feedback about a UCPD Berkeley policy, procedure or activities in general: 0
No response: 0

Which of the following statements are true about this specific contact or event?
I initiated contact with UCPD Berkeley: 0
A UCPD Berkeley employee initiated contact with me: 0
I had reported or witnessed a crime or public safety hazard: 0
I had been the victim of a crime, or harmed in some way: 0
I was stopped by UCPD Berkeley for an alleged crime or violation: 0
This was a routine or casual interaction only: 0
I was present but not involved in this contact or event: 0
I was neither present nor involved in this contact or event: 0
No response: 0

How would you describe the performance of the UCPD Berkeley employee(s) during this specific contact or event?
Excellent: 0
Satisfactory: 0
Poor: 0
No response: 0

Please rate how well UCPD Berkeley met its essential service goals for this specific contact or event:

Safety
Excellent: 0
Satisfactory: 0
Poor: 0
No response: 0
Appropriateness
Excellent: 0
Satisfactory: 0
Poor: 0
No response: 0

Timeliness
Excellent: 0
Satisfactory: 0
Poor: 0
No response: 0

Did you find this survey service helpful?
Yes: 0
No: 0
No response: 0